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I.

I . TNTHOUUCTTON

One of the most disturbing features in the eyes of the

public concerning the introduction of nuclear power is the

"nuclear exclusion" clause in most'home owners1 insurance

policies. Attempts have been made to misinform the public

that this "nuclear exclusion" clause shows a lack of

confidence in iho nuclear industry. On the other hand, ono

reads of a powerful vote of confidence for nuclear reactor

safety shown by two insurance pools when they announced in

April 1975i that premiums for nuclear liability insurance in

excess of $1 OO-niillion will be reduced by ZO'fo retrospective

to January 1, 1 9 7 5 . ^

In the United States in 195^ a group of amendments to

the Atomic Energy Acts were passed, which contained the rules

for insuring and indemnifying the public against damage caused

by a nuclear accident. This was called the Price-Anderson

Act and one of its benefits was to give to the American

public nuclear insurance protection to the extent of $560

(2)
million. The Price-Anderson Act was due to expire in 1977 ;

and unless one is familiar with the operation of this Act

this fact could also raise doubts about the safety of the

nuclear power industry.

In this report an attempt will be made to clarify these

and other issues concerning nuclear risks. Consideration

must be given both to the possibility of a) damage to the nuclear

facility itself and b) personal and property damage to third

parties. When the development oi nuclear power begTm,routine

application of normal insurance principles presented problems

for insurers. To a certain extent this is to be expected in



any new industry as the precise risks are partly unknownf but

nuclear insurance involves special considerations. The most

inportant are: Firstly, although the likelihood of a major disaster

occurring is extremely small, the possible consequential

liability is extremely large.* ' Secondly, personal injury

caused by radioactive contamination may not become apparent

J or

(10)

(8)
for a long time after the exposure,* ' Thirdly, damage or

loss could conceivably spread over national boundaries.

Finally, the number of installations is too few to provide the

spread of risk on which insurance is normally based.* '

Because of those special considerations nuclear insurance

has normally been separated from conventional insurance, and

some rather unusual provisions apply to it. Members of thepublic

of
become aware/vthis distinction if they read in the small print

on their insurance policies that damage due to "ionising

radiations from any nuclear fuel ..." etc. is not covered.

Some people argue that this shows a lack of confidence by

insurers in the nuclear industry ; but in fact this exclusion

is inserted because, as will be explained below, these losses

are already insured for in countries operating nuclear power plants.

The first special provision applying to nuclear insurance

is that most governments developing nuclear power have set an

upper limit on the amount of third party compensation that

may be claimed in the event of an accident. This is contrary

to the generally accepted concept throughout the world that

there can be no limit to liability. The rationale for this

departure was that the near impossibility of providing

insurance for unknown but possibly large amounts of compensation

could have completely blocked the development of nuclear power.* '
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This maximum legal liability does not, of course, stop

governments from px-oviding additional compensation directly

from their own resources if a major catastrophe were to occur.

The second provision is the co: ̂ ept of "channelling" the

liability to the operator absolutely and exclusively,and

having his liability covered by all the insurance and

indemnity. Under this concept the operator has no recourse

even if he is entirely blameless or can prove that the damage

was caused by the negligence of someone else. The point is

that identifying and proving fault in the case of a major

accident could be extremely difficult. This provision thus

simplifies claim procedures, since a claimant does not have to

prove fault, merely that the damage was caused by the nuclear

. installation. It also simplifies insurance, since the insurers

need write only one policy instead of many. The above

principles are, of course, concerned with damage to third

parties. The operator's insurance for damage to his own

installation is quite distinct, and more nearly follows

conventional insurance practice.

In Europe particularly, because of the close proximity

of many countries, there was strong incentive to develop a

co-ordinated policy on third party liability. This resulted

in the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Fiold

of Nuclear Energy; • signed in i960 by UK, France, Germany

(Federal Republic), Italy. Belgium, and most other west

European countries.'1 ' In the wider international field

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) later

organised a conference which resulted in the Vienna Convention
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on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage. This lias been signed

by China, UK, and a number of other countries'1 ' but has not

yet been implemented. In scope and concept there is

little difference between the two conventions. * ' They both

embrace the concepts described above, i.e. that the operator

of a nuclear installation is absolutely liable for any damage

but that the amount of compensation payable over any one

incident is limited. The conventions set the maximum amounts

of liability, but leave governments the option of setting

higher limits if they so desire. Thoy also define which court

will have authority over claims, define time periods within

which claims must be made>and make it obligatory for operators

to maintain insurance or some other financial security to

cover their liability. This last provision does not apply to

governments which may and commonly do carry their own

insurance.

In many countries, to provide the very large amounts of

insurance cover required by the nuclear industry, associations

made up of all types of insurers have emerged. ' * ~' These

"Atomic Risks Pools" as they are called today enable the

maximum insurance capability available in each country to be

marshalled to a focal point. Perhaps more importantly,

reciprocity among national nuclear pools enables cover to be

spread internationally. ' ' In the USA, these pools provide

$125-inillion of third party liability and $175-million of all

risk property cover. This is very possibly the largest amount

of private insurance at risk on a single item anywhere,*1 '

B.D. Lawton, Secretary of the Hartford Insurance Group states

that the very large amounts the insurance companies have
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extended for nuclear insurance constitutes a real vote of

confidence in the industry.^J' ' There are now insurance

pools in at least 19 countries including USA, UK, Canada,

France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and South Africa. '

In November 1969, the Director-General of IAEA called

together a panel of experts to advise him on the particular

problems encountered by developing countries with respect to

financial protection for nuclear damage. These papers were

(3)

published in 197O w / and should be consulted for fuller

details regarding nuclear insurance.

In the transport field, nuclear insurance is particularly
/

complex because of the need to avoid conflict between the
i

Paris and Vienna Conventions on the one hand,and international

conventions dealing with non-nuclear cargo on the other. This

subject is covered in another report in this series (NIP-6).

As outlined above, nuclear insurance policies in different

countries have many points in common. However, there are some

differences and brief details arcs therefore given of the present

situation in Canada, America and Great Britain. Before doing

this, however, it may be advisable to discuss the meaning of

the "nuclear exclusion" clause in home-owners' insurance

policies.

2. THE NUCLEAR EXCLUSION CLAUSE

Many policies contain a clause excluding "loss or damage

caused by contamination by radioactive material". (Policies

may also contain exclusions from landslides, earthquakes,

flood and wave damage.) Insurance companies use such nuclear

insurance clauses in order to have a system that will channel
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such claims into nuclear insurance pools, where they can got

uniform treatment. This does NOT mean that your- house is

unprotected against loss or damage from a nuclear accident.

In the unlikely event of your house receiving damage in a

nuclear accident, you can file a claim against the operator

of the nuclear facility, just as you would against a driver

who damaged your car while parked on the street, or the

operator of a chemical factoryt the fumes from which caused

damage to paint on your house. Since the liability is

exclusively the operator's, and since he is required to insure

against it, claims can be made directly on him;and you need

only prove that damage was caused by the nuclear installation

in order to claim compensation.

3. NUCLEAR INSURANCE IN CANADA

Canada has not signed either the Paris or Vienna Conventions.

However, their Nuclear Liability Act of 1970 includes the most

importarit provisions of both Conventions. Tlie r.ct makes the or.<e>ra1?ors

of nuclear installations absolutely liable for injury or

damage resulting from nuclear accidents, limits the liability

of such operators (to $75-million), and requires all operators

other than the Crown to maintain insurance against their

liability. The Act also makes provision for compensation by

the Government in the event of a major accident where the

liability could exceed $75-million.

Under the Nuclear Liability Act, the Atomic Energy Board

of Canada recommends to the Treasury Board the amount of

insurance to be carried by any particular installation. In

the event of the insurance carried being insufficient to
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cover claims resulting from an accident, the Nuclear Liability

Act carries a section under which the government may proclaim

that special measures for compensation are called for.

The Nuclear Liability Act imposes absolute liability on

an operator for ensuring that no injury to persons or damage

to property will result from the operation of his nuclear

installation. A person only has to prove that he suffered

damage nnd that the nuclear installation was the cause of the

damage.,

The''riani'6 of the atomic risk pool in Canada is Nuclear

Insurance Association of Canada.

k. NUCLEAR INSURANCE IN THE UNITED STATES

Like Canada, the United States has not signed either the

Paris 01- Vienna Conventions. Its rules for insuring and

indemnifying the public against damage caused by a nuclear

accident are covered by the Price-Anderson Act. However, this

embodies the same basic concepts as the Conventions. Its main

(2)

points include the following:v '

1) Owners of nuclear power plants are required to

furnish the maximum financial protection available to cover

public liability claims. The amount originally made available

for this purpose by the insurance industry in 1957 was $60-

million; it is now $125-million.

2) The Price-Anderson Act provides that $560-million

insurance and indemnity protection vill be available to large

nuclear power plants. The government provides coverage for

liability over and above the amount privately obtainable, and

as private insurance coverage is increased the government's



liability is correspondingly reduced. Now that private

protection is available up to $125-million, the government's

coverage has dropped to $435-million.

The Price-Anderson Act is of considerable benefit to the

public. Not only is the public protected by the large amount

of money that in the event of an accident would be made

available, but the Act also provides for emergency assistance

payments for medical treatmert and/or emergency repair or

replacement of property while awaiting settlement of claims.

To assist in establishing claims for damage or injury, the

Price-Anderson Act includes "waivers of defense" which

facilitate recovery by substantially reducing the number of

defenses which can be raised to a claim. The Act provides a

moans of allocating funds should a nuclear accident occur

which used up all the funds available.

Utilities pay about $100 per year per megawatt for the

Price-Anderson insurance policy. .' The U.S. Government has

already collected $8,000,000 in fees without paying out a
(2)cent/ ' It will thus take many years for the Government to

collect $^35 m.

In addition to the $125-million of nuclear liability

insurance available, the American atomic risk pools offer

$175-million of all-risk property insurance for nuclear power

reactors.'' ' Thus, the American pools will often have as much

as $300-inillion combined nuclear liability and property

insurance at risk on a nuclear facility. Some airlines may

have $250-million of combined liability and property insurance

but each nuclear power reactor has $300-inillion available.

The $300-million on each power reactor is supported by a total

nuclear property and liability insurance premium volume in



197'+ of approximately $29,000,000 for all nuclear risks insured

by tho pools. This is a small premium base for $300-million of

insurance on each of several tens uf nuclear power plants. It

expresses the confidence of the insurers in tho safety of the

nuclear industry, and could be compared to the fire insurance

industry which collects far more in premiums than it pays out.

The question is frequently asked why do private insurance

pools limit their coverage to $300 million? The answer

given is that insurance comiaanies like any other companies

have finite limits to their assets and therefore must place

limits on the amount they can commit to any single

location. Companies routinely limit the amount of insurance

they will pay for damage resulting from a single explosion,

fire or earthquake.

In the United States there are two nuclear liability

pools. One consisting of stock companies, Nuclear Energy

Liability Insurance Association (NELIA), the other of mutual

companies, Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters (MAELU).

These pools provide the required $125-inillion liability

coverage. There are also two property insurance pools - again

oaie consisting of stock companies called Nuclear Energy

Property Insurance Association (NEP1A) and one of mutual

companies, Mutual Atomic Energy Reinsurance Pool (MAERP).

With a few specified exclusions, these pools cover the reactor

and all other property on a nuclear site, and nuclear material

in transit. Those pools provide the $ 175-million property

(2)

damage coverage.v '

The July 1975 news release from NELIA-MAELU states that

in nearly 20 years of commercial experience,neither liability
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pool has ever received a claim arising from the operation of

a nuclear reactor. Tills does not mean thero have been no

claims at all. The pools provide insurance for every major

nuclear activity by private enterprise in the US. During the

19 years of their operation, some $.570*000 has been paid out

in claims. Of this, about $400,000 WEls paid in connection

with two incidents, one to a nuclear waste-recovery worker

and the other to a transport worker. Most of the remaining

incidents involved minor contamination of property.* '

However, the safety record of the utilities using nuclear

power plants has been so good that 2/3 of the premiums paid

to the insurance companies are being returned. Premiums paid

for nuclear liability insurance are subject to downward

adjustment 1C years after they are paid to the insurance pools.

In July I974 the nuclear liability pools refunded $1,434,580,

6&°/o of the total premium paid to the pools in 1964;

and in April 1975 they announced that premiums for nuclear

liability insurance in excess of $100-million would be reduced

by 20$ retroactive to 1 January 1975.' '

The Price-Anderson Act was due to expire in August 1977»

and concern was expressed over what would happen to plants

already covered under the Act. The Act provided that the

full protection of $560-milllon lasted for the lifetime of a

plant's licence. Unlike most insurance or indemnity forms

there was no expiration, date on the policy. Any plant

receiving a construction permit before 1 August 1977 would have

been covered under the old Price-Anderson law as long as the

plant continued to operate. Furthermore, there was a 10-year

period following any p.ccidont during which a claim for injury
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could still be filed for damages.

To meet future needs, the U.S. Congress in 1974 passed

and sent to the President a revised Price-Anderson measure

which would have extended the Act for an additional five years

beyond 1977• The President vetoed the extension because of a

constitutional defect, not related to the bill's substance,

and urged its early reinactmont by Congress, This was done,

and in 1973 the new bill was passed by Congress. It provides

for a 10-year extension of the Price-Anderson Act with three

major changes: phase-out of government indemnity, increase in

the limit of liability, and extension of indemnity coverage

outside the territorial limits of the US for certain limited

activities. ' The phase-out of government indemnity is to
a

be accomplished by/"deferred premium system" which will

eventually transfer the entire responsibility for providing

liability protection, both for personal injury and for1 property

damage,to the utilities.

By this plan, each utility will be responsible for

between $2 and $5-million protection for each of its operating

nuclear facilities in the event of an accident occurring that

resulted in damage beyond the amount privately obtainable.

As new plants are constructed, utilities will eventually

assume responsibility for the entire $560-million provided by

, the Price-Anderson Act* and the liability limit will rise

beyond the $560-tnillion figure with the coming on-line of

each additional operating plant.

Foreign nuclear pools expect and receive assistance from

the American nuclear pools in providing large amounts of

insurance for reactors outside the USA. At the present time,

23 countries are participating in the American pools and



providing nbout liO% of the nuclear l iabi l i ty insurance

(6)
capacity.y '

5. NUCLEAR INSURANCE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

In the United Kingdom, the relevant statutes referring

to nuclear insurance are the Nuclear Installations Acts 1965

and 1969.v'' These Acts follow the system adopted by the

Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage, in

laying down a general rule of absolute liability and then

qualifying it by making the appropriate exemptions.

There is no exemption covering grave natural disasters of an

exceptional character or damage to the means of transport.

As in the USA, all liability should bo channelled to one

person, the operator of the nuclear installation. The 1965

UK Act covers three different kinds of operators:

1) Government departments;

2) A.E.C.;

3) Any other operator who has to obtain a licence from

the Ministry of Transport.

In the UK it is the site of the installation, and not

the installation itself, which is licensed.

Article V of the Vienna Convention leaves the amount of

liability of the operator to the "installation state", subject

to the proviso that it may not be less than $5-million per

nuclear incident. The UK law in section 16(1) of the I965

Act provides a limit of j§5-million for UK opei-ators. If the

/5-million limit is exceeded, claims are to be made to the

appropriate minister instead of to the operator. All claims up

to£50-million are satisfied. Any remaining claims

are to be met to such an extent and out of funds provided by
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suc-h means as Parliament may determine.

Under Article VI of the Vienna Convention, the limitation

period of liability is 10 years from the date of the nuclear

incident. The UK law provides a longer period. So far as

the operator is concerned, it retains the period of 10 years.

But it also provides for a limitation period of 30 years from

the date of the nuclear incident. Claims made after the

expiry of the 10-yeur period, but within the 30-year period,

are made to the appropriate Minister and met out of moneys

provided by Parliament.

In the United Kingdom, as in the United States and Canada,

the operator's liability is absolute, i.e. it is independent

of any question of his negligence. This channelling of all

third party liability to the operator avoids duplication of

insurance, and the complex legal questions arising.

Nuclear insurance provisions cut right across normal

insurance principles, for it is at least unusual to deny an

individual the defence of lack of negligence and it is

unusual to impose upon the operator the financial

responsibility for the consequences of negligence of other

parties.

6. NUCLEAR INSURANCE IN OTHER COUNTRIES

The European atomic pools are at present capable of

providing DM 60-million cover for insurance for the service

(9}

life of the installation.v ' In order to offer the policy-

holder full insurance cover, and to avoid in Europe also the

possibility of overlap between conventional and nuclear cover

in case of an incident, insurance of the nuclear and
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conventional civil liability risk is effected in common,

although the sums insured are established separately.

In France, the present limit of compensation is 50-million

French francs per incident.

Q)M 60-million = NZ$25-million, FF 50-million =

NZ$10-millionJ

7. CONCLUSION

Over the last 15 years or so an effective pattern of

collaboration Eiud mutual support has grown up between the

insurance markets of the world through the "atomic risks

pools". Today one can confidently say that any one of these

pools with a large nuclear installation to insure can count

on the immediate support of all other pools for very large

amounts of nuclear capacity. This readiness of nuclear

insurers to collaborate internationally must be a significant

factor in facilitating the wide development of nuclear power.

Nuclear insurers in contending with the crucial factor

of the availability of adequate world-wide insurance capacity

in respect to material damage to the nuclear installation,

also have to deal with the important provisions of adequate

liability insurance to meet the legal obligations of nuclear

operators. Given adequate return for the risks involved, there

seems no reason to believe that insurers will not continue

to provide the financial protection so essential to the

continuing development of the nuclear energy industry.

This situation is satisfactory because if society

requires development of nuclear power ?then insurance is

available which will allow development to occur} but

there are some remaining problems. Firstly, there are in
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general a number erf exclusions in the insurance cover; for

example, genetic injuries, damage due to military operations,

civil commotion, etc.,deliberately occasioned damage and

damage due to natural catastrophes of an exceptional

character. ' Secondly, it may be difficult to establish

whether or not, for example, a delayed cancer case or some

( 1 hgenetic damage was in fact caused by a given nuclear incident.

Unfortunately, there would not seem to be any simple solution

to this latter problem.
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